2nd International Congress on Chinese Studies
Urban Society: Challenges for the Present and Future

Shanghai (28-30, June, 2010)
East China Normal University

June 27 (Sunday)

17’30-19’00
   Early inscription

19’30-22’00
   Early Birds Dinner (leaving from the University)

June 28 (Monday)

8’00-9’00
   Accreditation

9’00-9’15
   Inaugural Session
   Dr. Eduardo Rubio Ardanaz (President of the Congress)
   Presentation of authorities

9’15-10’10
   Inaugural Conference
   Dr. Jinhong Ding

10’10-10’50
   Presentation of Bilbao’s Urban Project
   Andoni Aldekoa

10’50-11’00
   Coffee break

11’00-13’00
   Session 1: China and Society-China and Economy (I)

   a) Muriel Gómez, Anna Busquets
      The Other Half of the Sky: Perceptions of Chinese Women

   b) Sai Kuen Lo
      A Preliminary Analysis of Changing Urban Competitiveness in Hong Kong, 1990-2008
c) Yantao Bi
Impetuses for Modernization of Governance in China

d) Gustavo Enrique Santillán

Session 2: Traditions and Culture (Anthropology, History, etc.)

a) Ram Krishna Tandon
Sun Tzu: A Gift of Ancient China

b) Peng Xu

c) Wen-Shuo Liao
Art and Propaganda in Postwar Taipei, 1945-1949

d) Jian Zhang
The Dilemma of Face: From Lian to Mianzi

e) Kin Sum Li
Nationalism and Politics in Guangdong Paintings around the May-Fourth Period

Session 3: Sociology of the city life

a) Wenhua Guan
论明治时代社会转型过程中的风俗改造和修身教育

b) Hua Qian
香港和深圳：城市发展策略中文化和创意的作用 (1997-2009)

c) Huijun Tu
初探民族文化的当代转换

d) Zhengqiang Wu
代中国精英阶层对孔子的重新诠释——解读电影《孔子》（胡玫 2010）

13’00-15’00
LUNCH TIME

15’00-17’30
Session 4: Sociology of the city life: Sociolog Issues and Globalization

a) Alex Cockain
Young Chinese and their Attempts to find Refuge in Early Twentieth-First Century Urban China
b) Roberta Zavoretti  
Come Have Dinner at Our Place. Making One’s Home as “the Marginal” in a Late Modern Chinese

c) Marie Sander  
Keeping the City Outside? Gated Community Living in Shanghai: The Case of 'Western' Expatriates

d) Marina Aleksandrovna Konstantinova  
Public Organization During Political Changes of the Globalized China

e) Valentina Sergeevna Morozova  
Cultural Processes of Modern City in Conditions of Sociocultural Reality Transformation (Concerning the City of Manzhouli, Inner Mongolia Region, China)

f) Jun Li  
Hukou-Based Stratification in the Segmented Labor Market: New Evidence from Shanghai, China

Session 5: China and Society-China and Economy (II)

a) Yingjie Guo  
Power and Social Inequality in Post-Socialist China

b) Han Pei-Chun  
Ethnic Minorities and National Integration

c) Zhaoxin Jiang  
Judicial Urbanization and the Fate of Confucianization of Law: A republican Lesson for the Future Society

d) Ching Yuen Luk  
Healthcare Reforms in Shanghai: Challenges for the Present and Future

e) Shane Zhang  
Do Consumers Benefit from the Shanghai-Beijing Air Express Service?

June 29 (Tuesday)

9’00-11’00

Session 6: Globalization and International Integration

a) Himanshu Tandon  
Asia & China, Missing from Indian Curriculum

b) Siripen Ungsitipoonporn
A proposal for an experimental Program in Bilingual Education in the Yunannese Chinese Community of Chieng Mai Province

c) Hung Jen Wang
In Search of a Cultural Theory of Chinese Foreign Policy in International Politics

d) Ying Zhou
China’s Soft Power Thinking in Culture: Resources, Projection and Prospect

**Session 7: Urbanization: Gobernance and Social Issues**

a) Yun Li
不对称城市管理格局下的城际跨境关系：以深圳和香港为例

b) Fayong Shi
关系网络、“地方形象促进联盟”与城市基层治理

c) Shangguang Yang
城市开发开放的负外部性及治理研究---基于上海的研究与思考

d) Xiao Fang
Integration Process of Chinese Migration in Spain

10’00-12’10
Posters Session

11’00-11’10
Coffee break

11’10-13’00
**Session 8: Sustainability, Growing and Cities (I)**

a) Non Arkaraprasertkul
Urbanising Shanghai: Economic and Growth Machine with Chinese Characteristics

b) Yawei Chen
After World Expo 2010: Will Mega Event Help Shanghai Achieve its Sustainable Development?

c) Zhongzhou Cui
War between the Traditional Chinese Medecine and the Western Medicine: Unsustainable Development of Bozhou

d) Haili Heaton
Urban Opera and Market Reform: A Case Study of Shanghai Yueju Company

**Session 9: Artistic Representations of the City: Literature, Cinematograophie, Painting (I)**
a) Anna Busquets
Images of the Chinese Cities: Descriptions in Spanish Documents of the XVI and XVII Centuries

b) Elizabeth C. Parke
Cinematic Handscrolls in Ning Ying’s Beijing Trilogy

c) Shu-hua Lin
Yin and Yang: Uncovering the Messages behind Three Imperial Dragon Robes

d) Florence Padovani
A Comparison of Urban Development and Resettlement in Shanghai and Mumbai. The Social Price of Development

13’00-15’00
LUNCH TIME

15’00-17’30
Session 10: Sustainability, Growing and Cities (II)

a) Tatiana Nikolaevna Kuchinskaya
Open Border Towns Development as an Implementing Instrument of Chinese “Go Global” Strategy

b) Lee Liu
How sustainable are China’s Environmental Model Cities?

c) Jimmy Mc Whinney
Sustainable Urban Development: The Case of the Renewan Center for Homeless Migrants in Shanghai

d) Huhua Cao, Cassandra Cao
Urbanization Processes and Regional Minority Development: Challenge of Exclusion?

e) Tatyana Vladimirovna Kolpakova
Environmental Impact of Urbanization in China

Session 11: Artistic Representations of the City: Literature, Cinematography, Painting (II)

a) Kathy Yim-king Mak
The Aesthetics of Demolition in Zhang Dali’s Dialogue / and Demolition

b) Qiliang He
Old Art, New Urban Space: The Rise of Political Pingtan Storytelling, 1990s-Present

c) Yifei Zhu
Splendid and Sentimental Urban Dreams
June 30 (Wednesday)

9'00-11’00
Session 12: Urbanization and Rural-Urban Migration: Economical and Social Challenges

a) Tina Giannoukos
Spatial Practices of the Everyday in Brian Castro’s Shanghai Dancing

b) Guler Koca; Rana Karasozen
Economical and Socio-Cultural Challenges due to Migrations in Turkey

c) Minjie Zhang
Urbanization and Rural Migrant Workers

Session 13: Chinese presence in the cities around the world: Inmigration and Identity

a) Catherine Gueguen
What Kind of Chinese Settlements in Mega Cities like Kolkata and Manila

b) Matthew Lewis Hollow
Opium Dens in Victorian London: Chinese-English Relations in the 04

c) Voon Chin Phua
Being of Chinese in Singapore

d) Naraset Pisitpanporn
The Yunanese in Thailand

e) Daniel Veras
The Chinese diaspora and the Sino-Brazilian Community in Sao Paulo, Brazil

11’15
Leaving for the Shanghai Exhibition Center (from the University)

12’30-13’00
Closing Plenary Session (Bilbao’s Stand – Shanghai Exhibition Center)